
BREEDING KARAKUL SHEEP
Industry Only Six Years Old in the United States, but Attracting Much Interest-

Difficulties of Securing Stock—Six Classes of Karakul Recognized
in Asia, All Owing Their Origin and Color to the Small,

Black Danadar, Now Almost Extinct.

DR. C. C. YOUNG,

Belen, Texas.

THE Karakul sheep industry is
one of the most recent enter-
prises in live stock in the United
States, but few branches of this

department of breeding are attracting
more attention today. I propose, there-
fore, to give in this paper a history of
the introduction of Karakul sheep into
North America, an account of the
present status of the industry, and my
belief as to the origin of the six classes
which, in Central Asia, are recognized
as making up the breeds known to the
Russians as Karakul and to the Bok-
harans as Arabi.

The industry in the United States
dates back only to 1908, when a letter
of introduction from President Roose-
velt to the United States Ambassador at
St. Petersburg enabled me to interest
his excellency A. S. YermalofT, ex-
minister of agriculture of the Russian
empire, and now a life member of his
majesty's council. Through his influ-
ence I secured the cooperation of the
Poltava Agricultural Society, which
obtained for me fifteen head of Karakuls
in Bokhara.1

The laws of the Khanate of Bokhara
prohibit the exportation of these
valuable fur bearing animals by for-
eigners, but a few flocks have been
gotten out by certain Russian societies,
who have received the support of the
Russian Foreign and Agricultural De-
partments. Although Bokhara is a
quasi-dependency of Russia, the czar
does not interfere in the international

administration of the emir's empire,
which has an absolute monopoly of the
Persian lamb and Astrakhan fur in-
dustry.

The Russian government also pro-
hibits the importation of Karakul
sheep, and as the United States gov-
ernment generally does not permit the
importation of live stock from Asia we
have found it an almost impossible task
to start the industry on this continent,
although our efforts extend over a period
of fifteen years.

THE FIRST IMPORTATION.

In the beginning of 1909, five rams
and ten ewes arrived in New York on a
Saturday boat, which was scheduled to
return on Monday, and had it not been
for the prompt intercession of the Hon.
J. A. Tawney, whom we happened to
reach at the last moment, and who
secured the cooperation of the federal
authorities at Washington, my Karakuls
would have been slaughtered or returned
on the same boat.

The sheep were in quarantine for a
long time, and for three months were
kept in an absolutely dark barn, in
order to lower their power of resistance,
and to make it possible to trace in the
blood the parasite of surra. When
flash light photographs reached us,
showing the animals to be in a very
emaciated condition, we at once applied
to Mr. Roosevelt, who ordered their
release.

I returned in May last from a year's

'Those interested may refer to the American Breeders' Magazine (third quarter, 1912), Literary
Digest (September 30, 1911), and the New York Herald (September 10, 1911 and April 20, 1913)
for further details about my importations.
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A FULL-BLOOD KARAKUL RAM.

Teddy junior, shown above, is a son of Teddy senior, the famous ram of Dr. Young's first
importation, who, after being kept at Wichita Falls and Middlewater, Texas, is now at
Pnnce Edward Island. Teddy junior died at the United States Department of Agriculture's
experimental farm near Washington, D. C , last year, when accidentally kicked by a zebra.
(Figure 11.)

trip to Central Asia, and succeeded in
bringing with me another herd consist-
ing of seventeen Karakul sheep, one
four-horned, fur-bearing Karachaev
ram, and one enormous red Kalmik fat-
rump ram. The quarantine regulations
were less rigidly enforced, but the dip-
ping of the sheep in cold weather cost
me the life of the best ram of the lot.

When the sheep of my first importa-
tion finally reached our ranch, near
Wichita Falls, Texas, we noticed that
the fourteen accompanying lambs
which were born in transit did not have
the expected lustre and tightness of
curl,-the only exception being two of
them, which fully measured up to our
expectations.

My father, who has been raising

Bessarabian Tshushkas (grade Kara-
kuls) near the Black Sea for a great
many years, and who criticised me
severely for risking thousands of dollars
on a few sheep, remarked that I had
probably thrown my money away, as in
his opinion the climatic conditions of
Bokhara were essential to the best
lamb fur raising.

As the two ewes that produced the
best lambs seemed in a little better
physical condition than the rest, we
concluded that in another year when
all the sheep would be in better physical
condition, the result would probably be
more satisfactory.

During the entire year the sheep
were well fed, and in the summer
months they enjoyed the best of pasture,
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but when spring came, notwithstanding
the fact that the ewes had been bred
to the ram which seemed in the best
physical condition, the lambs did not
show the improvement from a fur
standpoint which we expected, except
those lambs which came from the two
ewes that the previous year gave us two
good lambs.

FLEECES DETERIORATE.

A careful examination of the curls of,
the lambs of the two good ewes showed,
however, that there was less lustre
than the year before, and less tightness
of curls, and my father remarked that
we would probably find that the same
Karakul sheep which gave us excellent
result in Bokhara would fail us in Texas,
where the climatic conditions were
different, especially as far as rainfall
is concerned.

The third year showed considerable
improvement, especially with the two
good'ewes, which gave excellent results.
We then began to study the original
five rams and noticed that the character
of the wool was not the same, and. that
Teddy, named in honor of Roosevelt,
and another ram had coarse long wool,
whereas the others had two classes of
wool fibers—a long coarse gray wool,
in which was hidden a fine lustreless
short reddish wool resembling micro-
scopically that of our Merinos. To our
great surprise we found that the two
good ewes also were free from the fine
underwool. The next year, we satisfied
ourselves absolutely that the fine wool
present in most of the sheep was
entirely responsible for their inferior fur-
producing qualities. We named sheep
which contained this fine wool "Karakul
Finewools" but later, when we found
that this fine wool came into the strain
through the admixture of some fine-
wool-bearing Afghans, we changed the
name to "Karakul-Afghan."

It was quite by accident that I found
out that by breeding Teddy to the
Karakul ewes fairly good results were
obtained, especially from those ewes
that had less fine wool in them; and in
one case a Karakul-Afghan ewe that

had but little fine underwool, which
was bred to a" son of Teddy, himself not
entirely free from fine wool, gave us a
fair lamb, which was exhibited in
Omaha in 1911 by Joseph F. Simonson.

A number of other tests finally con-
vinced me that a very small amount of
fine wool can be overcome, and con-
siderable fine wool in ewes can be
neutralized, where the ram is entirely
free from the short fine underwool.
Two crosses suffice to breed it out
entirely.

DIFFERENCE IN CROSSES.

Where we crossed Merinos and
Shropshires with Teddy, a very inferior
skin was produced,1 in which there was
great lack of lustre, and a very imperfect
curl formation, giving the skin a matty
appearance, valueless from a fur stand-
point, but excellent results were ob-
tained when the same ram was bred
to such of our lustrous longwools as
Lincolns, and such red Persian fat-
rumps as were entirely free from short
wool, and possessed very coarse wool.

Where Teddy was bred to longwool
ewes, free from fine wool, and the skins
of the lambs were obtained the first
few days after birth, they showed
tight curls uniform in size and posesssing
the required lustre. Such half-blood
skins were valued by Pretorius and
Thorer, assisted by Henry Basch of
New York, to whom we were referred
by the Department of Agriculture, at
from $8 to $12 per skin. In all cases
where the prices ranged from $3 to $4
the skins showed lack of lustre and curl
formation, which was easily traced
to fine wool, either in the Karakul rams
or grade native longwools. The
Middlewater Cattle Company, which
purchased all the so-called Persian
sheep of Col. Charles Goodnight, found
that these were valueless, except where
the ewes were free from fine underwool,
and only where Teddy was employed
were the results satisfactory—in fact,
most of the SI2 skins were halfblood
Karakul-Persians.

The red Persian fatrump, erroneously
called broadtail, and sometimes fattail,

"The second cross is greatly improved.



THE CURLIEST LAMB BORN.

Full-blood Karakul lamb four days old. The father is Teddy senior, the property of the Middle-
water Cattle Company; the mother is a full-blood Karakul ewe, but has some fine wool in her
fleece. Little of this is evident in the lamb, however, bearing out Dr. Young's contention
that a small amount of fine wool in the ewe can be neutralized by a prepotent, decidedly
coarse-wool ram. Note the tight curls of the lamb, extending from the tip of its nose to
the end of each extremity. Photograph furnished by Joseph Simonson. (Figure 12.)
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is a very hardy mutton sheep, belonging
to the species of Ovis steatopyga, and
is closely related to the Kalmik, Mon-
gol, Khirghiz, Tshuntuk and other fat-
rump (Kurdiuk)' breeds, that have
very coarse, brittle, generally red wool
but possess no fur characteristics what-
soever, unless they are crossed at least
once with Karakul rams of the right
class. The furriers, who in their ignor-
ance call Karakul skins (either full-
bloods or grades) "Persians," "Persian
Baby Lamb," "Persian Broadtail," or
"Astrakhan," furnish the opportunity
for certain breeders of red Persian fat-
rump sheep to dispose of their stock as
"Persian broadtails, the only genuine
fur-bearing sheep that produce the
famous Persian and Astrakhan furs."
To corroborate these statements readers
may consult a book on Russian breeds
of sheep, issued by the Russian Imperial
Department of Agriculture, also a
circular recently issued by the United
States Department of Agriculture.

From the two good ewes and Teddy
there were born three rams, one of
which was used one season by the
United States Department of Agri-
culture on the experimental farm near
Washington, D. C., and there lost his
life from the kick of a zebra. Another
good ram died on a ranch in Texas,
from eating green alfalfa. The third
ram became the property of the Middle-
water Cattle Company, controlled by
former Congressman Frank 0. Louden
of Illinois, and was finally bought back
from them by ourselves, and is now on
Prince Edward Island, where we have
decided to establish our Karakul in-
dustry. The fourth ram, a grandchild
of Teddy" was sold by us to the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, but has not yet been
delivered.

KARAKULS IN AMERICA.

The father and grandfather of these
four rams—Teddy, Sr., the only good
ram of the first importation—is the
property of the Middlewater Cattle
Company, of Middlewater, Texas. The

second coarse-wool ram of the first im-
portation, when crossed to good Lincoln
ewes, gave fair results, and is today our
property on Prince Edward Island

About three years ago, the entire herd,
with the exception of three Karakul
fine-wools that were purchased by R. J.
Rhome, of Texas, was divided equally
between the Middlewater Cattle Com-
pany and myself, but I have since sold
my share, telling the purchasers of the
urgent need of breeding out the obnox-
ious fine wool strain by the introduction
of new Karakul coarse-wool blood of the
second importation which landed in
Baltimore in March, 1913, before offer-
ing any for sale. My advice, however,
was disregarded. I strongly urge breed-
ers to be cautious in buying rams. The
officials of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture at Washington seem fully
aliVe to this danger, and in a recent cir-
cular letter advise the purchase of
tested rams only.

Out of the second importation, six
rams and four ewes were purchased by
the Hon. Charles de Bremond of New
Mexico, I retaining an undivided half
interest in them; the balance are the
property of the writer and his associates
in Charlottestown, P. E. I., Canada,
where black silver foxes'and other fur-
bearing animals are raised with wonder-
ful success.

We find in Central Asia six classes of
Karakul* sheep, all of which owe their
black pigment, tendency to tight curl
formation, and lustre, to the small,
black, and nearly extinct D jnadar sheep.
These breeds are known as (1) Large
Arabi or Duzbai, (2) Small Arabi,
(3) Intermediate Arabi, resulting from
the crossing of the above mentioned
three classes, (4) Gray Shiraz, (5) Zigais
(of these classes there are very few),
(6) Karakul Afghans, which last class
unfortunately comprise 90% of all the
fur-producing sheep in Bokhara, and
while possessing excellent mutton quali-
ties and wonderful hardiness, like all of
the other breeds, can hardly produce
profitable fur in America, where people

•Kurdiuk is the Tartar word for "fat rump."
'Kara Kul, "Black Lake," is the name of a town in Turkestan, where these sheep have long

been raised. It has given its name to the whole breed, through its adoption by the Russians.
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demand the best quality of the Persian
furs, unless, as already explained, the
rams belonging to this class are elimi-
nated and the substitutes which give us
the best results are chosen from the
first mentioned three classes, thus enab-
ling us to breed out the obnoxious fine-
wool strain, if it exists.

Karakul-Afghan rams bred to English
longwools give us a better fur than when
crossed with Karakul-Afghan ewes—in
any event the dullness is in a large degree
overcome—but unfortunately, the curls
are not tight enough, and there is also
a lack of uniformity in the size of the
curls. The average price of these skins
is s$3.50.

The following are the physical charac-
teristics of the Duzbai Karakul: A
large animal, the size of our Lincolns
and even larger; large head, with very
convex nose line; long, drooping, pendu-
lous ears; some have large horns, others
have none; strong, thick feet; immense
broad tail, consisting of some eighteen
vertebrae. At maturity it has coarse,
long, gray wool on body, with coarse,
stiff hair, that remains black even after
maturity and with absence of fine under
wool on head, face, feet and abdomen.
At birth the lamb has, for about two
weeks, beautiful, lustrous, black curls.
It is this breed that the Russian Govern-
ment bulletin, issued recently by Kar-
poff, mentions most prominently, speak-
ing of our work in connection with it.

THE SMALL ARABI.

The physical characteristics of the
small Arabi are: It is much smaller
than the Duzbai, has thin feet, small
head, straight nose line, short erect ears,
long, slender, triangular tail, coarse,

long, gray wool at maturity, with ab-
sence of fine underwool. At birth lambs
come with beautiful, tight, black curls.
Occasionally one of these animals re-
mains black, even after maturity, and
this led me to the discovery of the origin
of all the Karakul breeds, which is the
black, lustrous Danadar,5 a few of which
are still found in Khiva, Bokhara and
Thibet, according to native report which
I question.

Sometimes the coarse, hair-like wool,
is as fine as that of our Lincolns and has
great lustre, but when it lacks lustre it
may be easily mistaken for Afghan
short, fine wool. The difference in the
length, however, always tells the story.
So does the microscope. At birth the
lambs come with very tight and lus-
trous curls.

The intermediate class is, as its name
suggests, a mixture of the characteristics
of the Duzbai and Small Arabi. As
already mentioned, the Small Arabi is
the best of these classes; but as the
Duzbai is also highly satisfactory, and
when bred to our native sheep gives an
increase in weight and greatly improves
the mutton qualities, as is shown in
Armour's test, it is prpbably advisable
to choose from these animals.

In selecting breeding animals, the
essential thing is to avoid those with
short, fine wool, that can be seen at a
glance. The coarse, gray, long wool
sticks out, and hidden in it is the short,
lustreless, fine-wool, from the Afghan
sheep, which I believe is the ancestor of
the Merino. Generally the fine wool
shows on the head, face and abdomen,
and is without lustre, and brown, in-
stead of black.

The few flocks that have been gotten
5That the Karakul breeds have not descended from the Small Arabi, as certain Russian investi-

gators state, I am absolutely sure. It was my good luck to find in England a furrier who sold
the last Danadar skin 47 years ago, at which time there were no Persian Lamb, Astrakhan or
Krimmer furs in the trade. F. N. Petrov, dragoman of the Russian embassy at Bokhara City,
secured for me a gray Danadar skin (produced by a cross between the original black Danadar
and the white Afghan fine-wool) and also sent me a photograph, made by him north of Bokhara
City near the border of the Khanate of Khiva, and an examination of this skin and photograph
will, I believe, convince anyone that my theory of the origin of the Karakul from the black Dana-
dar is correct. Mr. Petrov also sent me a photograph of a supposed black Danadar at the present
day; it does not convince me, however, that such an animal still exists. The tail of the sheep
photographed, although not typically broad, is not long, as it should be, while the curls of the
wool are excessively tight, resembling those of the Small Arabi. On my trip to Turkestan this
summer I hope definitely to settle the interesting question of whether the black Danadar yet
exists as a breed.
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out of Bokhara in the past few years
were, without exception, taken from
settlements near the railway stations of
Tjardjui, Kara-Kul and Bokhara City,
where the chances of inbreeding are
great. Practically all of the Karakuls
were gotten out by representatives of
Russian agricultural societies, to whom
it did not seem to matter how many
good, unrelated animals they could get
for the meagre sum advanced them, but
what number they could bring back in
total, good, bad or indifferent, no matter
whether inbred or not. Their chief
anxiety seemed to be to avoid the re-
proaches of their fellow members, each
of whom wanted some sheep; and unfor-
tunately, these fellow members, although
much nearer to Bokhara than our
breeders, have nevertheless, just about
as hazy an idea of the expense and diffi-
culties to be overcome in the Kara-Kum
desert as the average American sheep
raiser of our Eastern states has.

DIFFICULTIES OF TRAVEL.

It is one thing to buy a few sheep in
the oases close to the railroad, where one
does not have to carry water, and quite
another when it comes to fitting up a
costly caravan and undertaking trips
into the interior for hundreds of miles,
carrying numberless burdiuks (water
sacks), provisions, ammunition, bedding,
utensils, and employing rather expensive
subordinate officials, who can make a
native sell one the sheep he desires, pro-
viding one is fortunate enough to know a
good Karakul when he sees one. I have
seen practically every sheep that has
been gotten out of Bokhara into Euro-
pean Russia, and the good animals
represent a negligible quantity indeed.
When I was asked to separate the largest
herd in European Russia, numbering
nearly three thousand, I found 112 head
among them that were more or less free
from fine wool; but they were too closely
inbred, which makes the wool fibre very
fine, resulting in a cheap, open-curled,
instead of tight-curled, high-priced skin.
From this, it must be evident that
European Russia at present is hardly the
proper place to buy unrelated breeding
animals, and as for those few Karakuls
that have been gotten into Germany and

Austria, I am sorry to say that they do
not even deserve mentioning.

It is the practice of the Russian socie-
ties to raffle off all specimens imported,
which makes it impossible for their
members to put even a short distance
between one ram and another. In fair-
ness, however, I must state that last
year Messrs. Karpoff and Ganko made
the first effort really worth mentioning,
when they went as far as to the steppes
Djom-Boss in the district of Kerki,
some 200 miles from Tjardjui, and
brought out quite a flock; but most of
them had the undesirable short under-
wool and again, they were raffled off
amongst the members of the Poltava
Agricultural Society. I was surprised
when I found that practically none of
Russia's breeders understood the dan-
ger due to the presence of fine wool.

In Mr. Ganko's excellent report,
delivered to the Russian Sheep Congress
at Moscow last October, which I
attended, no mention was made of this
all important fact until I reported the
result of my tests with finewool Ameri-
can sheep.

HINDRANCES TO FOREIGNERS.

Providing a Russian subject can secure
permission from the Russian Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and the Depart-
ment of Foreign Affairs gives its con-
sent, and providing his majesty the
emir permits him to enter the Khanate,
it is only a matter of being properly
financed, and a limited number of Kara-
kuls can be obtained, although, after
all, the proper Jigit (an official of the
district governor, who can do what he
pleases with his subjects) is indispen-
sable.

A foreigner can not get out Karakul
sheep for the following reasons: (1)
Even after securing permission from the
Russian war minister to enter west
Turkestan, which often means weeks of
delay in St. Petersburg, he is not per-
mitted to go very far away from the
railway station, and he absolutely can
not go to Takta Bazar, Kushk, Kerki,
Termez or Karshi.

(2) The emir does not permit a
foreigner to export Karakul sheep, and
should he get them into European
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Russia through a third party, he can
not get them out lawfully.

(3) Most European countries pro-
hibit the importation of live stock from
Asia, on account of certain diseases, and
especially is that true of England, the
United States and Canada, where \t is
nearly impossible to secure a permit to
land them. Even where an exception is
made for purely experimental or exhibi-
tion purposes, the most rigid quarantine
is imposed, lasting for months. Those
foreigners who have travelled in Russia
with proper credentials showing them
to be interested in scientific research
work will testify to the great courtesies
shown them by Russian officials, and
this explains why I have been able to get
out a few head of Karakuls. But on
account of the mistakes which I made
in my first and, to some extent, in my
second importation (for I suspect that
some of the animals in the latter were
related, after all), I hope to secure per-
mission to export a few more sheep
direct from Bokhara. During my last
visit there, I did not learn certain facts
about the source of the Karakuls which
I bought until after I had used the per-
mit given me by the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, and had already for-
warded to America the sheep which I

later discovered might possibly be in-
bred, in some cases af least.

I expect soon to leave for a third trip
to Asia, where I hope to secure, permis-
sion from the emir to export a few more
sheep for scientific experiments, and I
trust that this time I will be permitted
to make my own selections over a vast
area, thus being able to put such a large
distance between the source of one
animal and another, that the chance of
getting related stock will be remote and
negligible. Of course, as a preliminary,
everything depends on my getting a
permit' from the U. S. Department of
Agriculture to bring the sheep into this
country—a privilege that has already
been denied to me by the chief medical
officer of the Canadian quarantine
department at Ottawa.

Though not permitted to enter the
forbidden zone .of Bokhara and Trans-
caspia last March, I hope to be able to
do so this time, as it is the opinion of the
Russian Department of Justice that
since I became naturalized in America
without the permission of the Russian
government, I am, technically, still a
Russian citizen, who needs but return
with a Russian passport in order to
enjoy all the rights and privileges of
Russian citizenship.

'Dr. Young secured the desired permit and left for Asia in February, after completing this
paper.—THE EDITOR.

Quail Breeding
Experiments in the propagation of game birds have been successfully con-

ducted this summer on the estate of William Rockefeller at Tarrytown, N. Y.,
under direction of Herbert K. Job, State Ornithologist of Connecticut. A man
secured by Mr. Job was employed and carried on the work under his direction.
No attempt was made to raise a large number of any one species, the purpose
being to work out a practicable system for private estates. About 200 young
bobwhite quail were reared to maturity, with trifling loss and no outbreak of
any disease. The pheasant rearing was successful. A few broods of the Hungarian
partridge were raised, and of the tinnamou, a curious South American game
bird, also wood ducks and other waterfowl, and a considerable flock of guinea
fowl. Under Mr. Job's system the young were hatched by bantams and the
broods allowed free range by day, being shut in at night. They were scattered
over the great estate, and the young broods of game birds with their foster mothers
were an attractive feature all summer on the wide lawns. Trapping and other
destruction of vermin was at the same time carried on.—Forest and Stream.


